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For a long time, people used to take the western legal concept as a measure 
of the standard, the judicial organ is simple, absolutely understood as a 
neutral, passive referee. However, for the Chinese traditional legal culture, 
especially the Confucian "no litigation" concept, a considerable part of the 
people will be "no litigation" equivalent to "Contempt of litigation", "fear 
of litigation",see it as a violation of the rule of law, the product trampling of 
human rights of feudal society and need to be criticized. In fact, the western 
legal concept can not completely transplant into China, our country has a 
unique profound historical and cultural connotation. Blindly emphasize the 
passive nature of the judiciary, too much praise of the judicial function, is 
tantamount to increase the burden in judicial organs at litigation explosion 
era, and even block judiciary reform itself, stoking public suspicion of the 
judicial. People engage in a lawsuit, is to the expectations of fair and proper 
settlement of disputes, but judicial organs should not only judge, also need 
to change the way of thinking, to explore the causes of litigation, holding 
the pulse of the dispute from fountainhead, resolve it before disputes 
evolution for litigation. 
This article from the traditional culture of " no litigation ","harmony" 
concept, combined with " no litigation " community mechanism in the use 
of grassroots judicial experience, try to explore the concept in the 
contemporary realistic significance in judicial activities, and through to the 
western judicial activism and the comparative analysis of "initiative" in 
China judicial, further extends discussion "no litigation" mechanism and 
initiative dialectical relationship. The author believes that "no litigation 
community" is an attempt to combine the traditional "no litigation" concept 














of "litigation explosion". The modern community as the carrier, the fusion 
of Confucian concept of "no litigation ", initiative guidance, the source of 
governance, and gradually form the combination of judicial guidance and 
community autonomy, judicial functions and social responsibility of social 
governance innovation mechanism, promoting grass-roots implementation 
the change from dealing with contradictions to achieve reduce litigation and 
all-round harmonious society. 
The practice has proved that the traditional "no litigation" legal culture has 
been abandoned and put into practice. It can fit the connotation of the 
initiative judicial system and the judicial system of modern society. It is 
beneficial to improve the diversified dispute settlement mechanism, and it 
has a positive practical significance for the judicial organs to promote their 
own reform and create a relatively relaxed environment. 
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成为社会矛盾的晴雨表，同时压力愈显沉重。在 2008 年至 2011 年全国
法院案件总量年均递增 5.11%的情况下，2012 年继续增长 8.82%，全年
受理各类案件 13242945 件，其中新收案件 12517635 件，达到历史最高
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